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Follow rules, bar owners say
By Paul Tash, Montana Tavern Times
Though the majority of Montana taverns
are working diligently to follow Gov. Steve
Bullock’s reopening guidelines in the wake
of the coronavirus pandemic, industry representatives are reminding everyone to stay
vigilant in doing so.
“We don’t want to give any reason for
the governor to shut us down again,” said
John Iverson, government affairs consultant
and lobbyist for the Montana Tavern

Association. “Other states recently closed
down their bars again because they weren’t
practicing the requested procedures to properly manage the spread of COVID-19.”
The governors of Florida and Texas
closed down bars again in their states June
26 to slow down the spread of COVID-19
after experiencing record levels of cases.
Florida Gov. Ron DeSantis said his order

MTA leader urges mask use
If you’ve heard rumblings about Montana
going back to a more restrictive, Phase 1-type
COVID response, you are not alone. The Montana
Tavern Association is receiving a lot of calls on
this topic.
The Association is in continuous conversation

See GUIDELINES Page 6

See MASKS Page 6

‘Big, damn deal’

Butte gears up
for convention
By Paul Tash
Montana Tavern Times
It’s on.
Butte-Silver Bow Tavern
Association is in full gear making
plans to host the Montana Tavern
Association convention and trade
show in the Mining City in late
September, and organizers say they
are dedicated to providing the
safest environment possible for
everybody attending.
The state tavern association and
the local chapter have been discussing for months the viability of
holding the convention with the
coronavirus still threatening.
During a virtual meeting in June,
MTA board members gave the

organization until
July 15 to make a
decision on the
convention.
However, the
local chapter
decided to commit to the conPaul Tash photo
vention earlier to
23 in Butte. The Copper King has been
THE COPPER KING Hotel will be the
give it time to
completely renovated since last hosting
host facility for the 65th annual MTA
organize the popthe convention in 2013.
Convention and Trade Show Sept. 21ular event.
“Most board members were
comeback (from the pandemic)
governor to close down convenexcited to hear that we wanted to
than the state’s bar owners in
tions, they’re staying positive and
still host the convention,” said Ray
Butte.”
moving forward with the planning.
Ueland, owner of Metals Sports
Though organizers acknowl“We’re going for it,” Ueland
Bar and Grill who is leading the
edge the potential exists that a
said, citing the convention’s theme,
local chapter’s convention efforts.
surge in COVID-19 cases in the
“Who better to lead the state’s
next few months could lead the
See CONVENTION Page 6

Panel keeps horse-racing machines alive, for now
By Paul Tash
Montana Tavern Times
The Economic Affairs Interim
Committee will allow the Montana
Board of Horse Racing to submit
draft legislation at the panel’s next

meeting in September seeking to
legalize historical horse-racing
(HHR) machines.
Despite testimony opposing the
machines from the Montana Tavern
Association, the Gaming Industry
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Association and the Montana Coin
Machine Operators Association,
the committee decided July 1 to at
least look at some potential legislation. Several members urged the
two sides to work together to
develop a proposal.
A measure was introduced last
legislative session to allow the
HHR machine, a kind of video
gaming machine that compiles data
from thousands of previously run
horse races to determine wins or
losses. Following opposition from

the three industry groups, who said
the bill was too vague to implement, the Legislature asked the
Board of Horse Racing to develop
a more complete proposal in the
interim to present to the 2021 session.
No formal proposal was presented at the interim committee
hearing, but clear opposition to the
idea of allowing HHR machines
was evident.
See RACING Page 3
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Racing
from Page 1
“It’s a recipe for discord,” said
John Iverson, MTA’s government
affairs consultant and lobbyist.
“They would be playing by vastly
different rules.”
The gaming industry objects to
several components of the HHR
machines that, as proposed last
session, provide distinct advantages over Montana’s current gaming machines, such as allowing
higher bet limits, unlimited progressive-driven jackpots, and more
machines in locations.
“Montana has a mature gaming
market place,” Iverson said, based
on “low-stakes gaming” that works
well in the state’s regulatory environment. HHR machines, he said,
would force the state to rewrite
much of its effective gaming regulations.
Mark Baker, a lobbyist representing Florida-based Exacta
Systems, the developer of the HHR
machines that the Board of Horse
Racing is working with, questioned
the criticisms since no new proposal has been presented yet.
“I don’t think these issues are
insurmountable,” he added.
However, Ronda Wiggers,
MCMOA lobbyist, said “it would
be disingenuous of us” to give any
sense of support for the new
machines, primarily because they
are progressive. The historical
horse racing machines need to be
linked to each other, allowing each
wager from all the machines to
feed one jackpot, allowing it to
grow, or “progress,” steadily.
Montana has “small, distributed gaming,” Wiggers said. The
“entire system” is set up that way
and can’t be linked together.
The HHR machines, she said,

represent “a whole new business
model.”
Tom Tucker, executive director
of the Montana Board of Horse
Racing, said the machines represent “a savior to our industry” by
providing a revenue stream to subsidize live horse racing. Horse racing, he said, has fallen off from
over 130 racing days in a half
dozen communities at its zenith
years ago to just eight racing days
on just two tracks in Great Falls
and Miles City last summer. He
said HHR machines are working
well in Wyoming.
However, Neil Peterson, GIA
executive director, said Wyoming
and Montana markets are completely different. Wyoming doesn’t
have any regular location gambling, and so it can allow just two
providers to place 80-100 HHR
machines in about 20 large locations in 10 cities. They are all progressively linked together.
Montana has about 1,400 small
liquor-licensed locations that provide a maximum of 20 machines
that offer poker, keno and linegames.
Most Montana locations
wouldn’t even have room for more
machines, and even if they did, the
state General Fund would take a
hit because the HHR machines
would not provide the same revenue as the current gaming
machines.
Iverson said Montana has to
find other opportunities to benefit
live horse racing because HHR
machines aren’t the answer. He
said the state’s gaming industry
will continue to work with the
Board of Horse Racing, but that
HHR may not be the best path forward.
“Their proposal isn’t ready,” he
said. “It may never be ready.”
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Prepare well for business changes
By Joel Silverman
Silverman Law Office
Many of us think we like
change, but the reality is few
really do. In fact, routine can be
comfortable, like watching a
good movie or TV show over
and over again. Why do we
watch a movie or a TV show
we’ve already seen? Because
we know the ending and are
familiar with the storyline.
Often times, we are not willing to make a change unless
we are forced into it. Let me
give you an example.
Inc. Magazine just ran a
story on Starbucks and the fact
that it is making a drastic
change to their business strategy, after over a decade of a
given strategy. Starbucks is
changing its platform from a sitdown coffee shop to a drive-up
coffee shop, and they plan to
close down over 400 locations
in the next 18 months. They are
going to close down four times
as many stores as normal.
Starbucks is making these
drastic changes in relation to
what it is seeing in the marketplace and the changing dynamics of its customers. Starbucks
is changing because their cus-

tomers and Covid-19 are forcing the change upon them.
Why and how does a business go about making a drastic
change without being forced
into it?

business to improve customer
experience and make it easier
for them to get my products?
• How difficult and/or costly
will it be for me to implement
the necessary changes to give

J
Joel Silverman
Before you make a change,
you need to spend some time
thinking and asking yourself the
following questions:
• What about my customers
has changed in the past few
years, and what can I, or did I,
learn from it?
• What are my customers’
wants?
• What can I change in my

ust like any
business idea,
you must develop a
business plan to
support the potential change in your
business.
my customers what they want?
The perfect example of an
industry that did not ask these
questions is the taxicab industry. We have never seen such a
sudden shift in an industry in
our lives. Taxicabs had a regulated monopoly until about six
years ago. Then, due to market
demands, Uber and Lyft burst
onto the scene. Taxicab compa-

nies had all the advantages to
provide their customers a better
experience, but they rested on
their laurels. Along comes the
smart-phone, and the change in
peoples’ habits was quick to follow. Taxicab companies had all
of the finances, the cars and
name-brand recognition. Their
downfall has simply been that
they refused to change with the
technology that was right in
front of them.
What has changed with your
customers? Are they still doing
things the same old way? Do
they want a different experience
today than they wanted 20
years ago? Do your customers
even want the products that you
are offering? If you have made
a change previously, did it satisfy your customers’ needs?
Just like any business idea,
you must develop a business
plan to support the potential
change in your business. The
business model for implementing your change is critical. This
piece of the puzzle will tell you
whether your change is even
possible to implement.
Take for example the simple
idea of home delivery. After
See SILVERMAN Page 5
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— UPCOMING EVENTS —
July 10 Gaming Advisory Board, Helena (Zoom and call-in options)
Sept. 21-23 MTA Convention, Copper King, Butte

— STANDING DATES —
2nd Tues. of month
1st & 3rd Wed. month
2nd Mon. of month
Quarterly (call)
1st Thurs. of month
2nd Wed. of month
2nd Wed. of month
2nd Tues. of month
1st Tues. of quarter
3rd Thurs. of month
Last Tues. of month
2nd Thurs of month
2nd Thur. of month
2nd Tues. of month
Last Wed. of month
1st Mon. of month
2nd Tues. of month
1st Thurs. of month

Carbon/Stillwater TA 328-4807
Cascade Co. TA 453-9567
Central Montana TA 366-9633
Flathead Co. TA 270-8069
Hi-Line TA 265-9551
North Lake Co. TA 844-3372
Lincoln Co. TA 293-4493
Miles City TA 234-3164
Missoula Co. TA 728-0030
Park County TA 222-0665
Ravalli Co. TA 821-1853
Richland Co. TA 433-4354
Sheridan-Richland-Daniels 474-2358
Silver Bow TA 560-7375
Southwest Montana TA 835-2150
Toole Co. TA 434-2442
Tri-County LBA 475-3125
Yellowstone TA 855-0778
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Five alcohol licenses available for bid
By Steve Swanson
ABCD Operations Analyst
Five new alcoholic beverage
licenses are available in five
communities following a
Montana Department of
Revenue Alcoholic Beverage
Control Division review of the
latest U.S. Census population
estimates.
The available licenses are as
follows:
• Missoula: one all-beverage
license (floater)
• Bozeman: one all-beverage
license (floater)
• Belgrade: one all-beverage
license (new)
• Kalispell: one beer license
• Whitefish: one beer license

W
Steve Swanson

These licenses are subject to a
competitive bidding process. The minimum
bidding amounts and bid opening dates will

all-beverage license in a quota
area that is over the quota limit.
Once approved, the successful
bidder may transfer that license
to the quota area in which the
competitive bid winner applied
for.
As a reminder, when a
competitive bidding is open, bids
must be submitted electronically
to the Department of Revenue.
The electronic form (Retail
Alcoholic Beverage Competitive
Bid Form) can be found at
https://app.mt.gov/myrevenue/.
Each bidder must complete and
submit the electronic bid form,
pay a $100 processing fee plus service
charges, and attach an irrevocable letter of
credit from a financial institution for at least
the bid amount.

hen a competitive bidding is open, bids
must be submitted
electronically to the
Department of
Revenue.

be determined later. To be notified when
competitive bidding opportunities open, visit
MTRevenue.gov and subscribe to the
department’s notifications.
An all-beverage license (floater) allows
the successful bidder to enter into a buy/sell
agreement with an existing licensee for an

Call (406) 444-6900 with questions
related to the competitive bidding process.

Rogstad named license and tax supervisor
By Anne Gerken
each other and our applicants and licensees
GCD Communications Specialist
more effectively,” she said.
We are pleased to announce that Stacy
During the recruitment process, a few
Rogstad has been selected as the
industry members reached out to the
Gambling Control Division’s new license
Division to provide their support for Stacy.
and tax supervisor. Stacy is a
seasoned professional and no
rookie to her craft, as July will
be her 18th year of working
with the GCD. She has been
serving Montana’s gambling
and alcoholic beverages
licensees with a smile on her
face for many years starting as
the Division’s receptionist and
working her way up.
“Some of the things I like
about my job are the people I
work with as well as the challenges – and it’s always something new,” Stacy said. “There
Anne Gerken
is always something else to
learn.”
She is looking forward to finding ways to One person said, “Stacy has always been
make some of our processes and the
easy to communicate with, and she makes
licensing system more efficient and user
sure she understands every situation comfriendly.
pletely in order to provide helpful guidance.
“I’m working with everyone within my
She has always been fair and honest, and
section/team to cross-train so we can help
she is very well liked in the gaming industry.”

S

Another person said, “Stacy definitely
cares about the relationships between the
Division and the gambling operators. Stacy
once told me that the relationship between
the Division and the operators is not how
hard they can make things for the
operators, it is a partnership, and
our end goal is all the same.”
With a
great
licenseand-tax
team by
her side,
we are
excited to
see what
she is able
to accomplish in her
new role.
Stacy is a
Stacy Rogstad
valuable
asset to the Division and will be a great
addition to our management team.
Contact our License and Tax Section at
(406) 444-1971. Reach Stacy directly by
calling (406) 444-9143 or emailing her at
srogstad@mt.gov.

he is looking
forward to finding ways to make
some of our
processes and the
licensing system
more efficient and
user-friendly.

Silverman
from Page 4
asking the series of questions
above and determining your
customers want home delivery,
you have to determine the cost
of making home deliveries and

the resources you need to
make it possible. Implementing
a full-blown home delivery system is quite the daunting task.
Just look at Amazon, which is
trying to create its own home
delivery system rather than utilizing FedEx.
It doesn’t take long for us to
see how difficult a major

change in our businesses can
be. However, sometimes we do
not have a choice. It may be
that we either change or close.
Just ask the taxi cab companies
or Toys R Us.
You can learn more from
other business owners, restauranteurs, bar owners and hoteliers by watching some fantastic

business interviews on the
Silverman Law Office YouTube
channel. If you have any topics
or questions to be covered in
future articles, or if you would
like to receive our monthly
newsletter, email me at
joel@mttaxlaw.com. Stay safe,
everyone, and think long-term
to get through the difficult times.
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Guidelines
from Page 1
was issued because many people
were disobeying the state’s reopening guidelines. In Texas, Gov.
Gregg Abbott’s move was one of
the most dramatic reversals yet as
confirmed coronavirus cases
surged after the state embarked on
one of America's fastest reopenings.
Montana entered Phase Two of
Gov. Bullock’s transitional plan to
reopen Montana businesses June 1,
which increased capacity from 50
percent to 75 percent and increased
the number of people allowed at a
table to 10 from 6. A few days
later the state also agreed to allow
some bar seating and to extend
closing time by one hour to 12:30
a.m. for taverns, casinos and
restaurants, following repeated
requests from the MTA to do so.
With the easing of those
restrictions, the state’s taverns have

July 2020
slowly begun to work their way
back “to at least make enough
money to pay their bills,” Iverson
said. And several tavern owners
said they can’t afford to be shut
down again.
“We don’t want that,” said Dax
Cetraro, owner of the Rialto and
Village Inn Pizza in Helena and
Three Amigos in Butte. “We
should be bending over backwards
to provide a safe environment for
our customers and staff, so we can
eventually reach Phase Three and
be fully operational.”
Cetraro said a second closure
would ruin some businesses.
“Even at the current restrictions
a lot of us are barely breaking
even,” he said, “so we have not
been able to build up much capital.”
Mike Hope, owner of the
Rocking R Bar in Bozeman,
agreed.
“It’s in our best economic
interests to follow these rules,” he
said. “Our small businesses cannot
afford to close down again.”

Masks
from Page 1
with decision makers – one thing
we know is, if COVID rates keep
climbing, it is going to be bad for
our taverns.
Texas, Arizona, Florida and
others have just re-closed bars and
restaurants. This is a cause of concern for us all. Are you willing to
do everything you can to prevent
this from happening in Montana?
Starting today, require all of
your front-of-the-house employees
to wear face masks. Encourage
your customers to arrive and leave
with a face mask on, through sig-

Convention
from Page 1
“It’s a big, damn deal.”
The convention is set for Butte
Sept. 21-23 at the newly renovated

nage and through providing masks.
If you do not want to pay for the
masks, the state has grant money it
is handing out like candy on
Halloween. To apply, go online to
www.covidreliefmt.org. Local tavern associations, you can apply for
these grants, and hand masks out to
your members.
And this is the big ask – set the
example, wear a mask yourself
when you are out.
There is a lot we can’t control
about this situation, but this is one
thing we can control. Are you willing to do your part?
– Mary Jane Heisler,
MTA President

Copper King Convention Center.
Ranel Smith, a meeting planner in
Helena who is helping plan the
convention, said organizers are taking “every precaution” to minimize
the risk of COVID-19, including
sanitation stations, social-distancing measures, and other precautions. Organizers are confident that
the convention will be a great time,
even with the health precautions.
“We’re forging ahead,” she
said. “We want it to be an awesome event.”
Smith said the planning committee is finishing up registration
products. She encouraged those
interested to keep checking the
MTA website, www.mttaverns.org,
to register, and the earlier the better so organizers can get an idea of
how many are coming.
The trade show is always a
main component of the convention,
and Smith said an informal survey
of vendors willing to participate
this year was “pretty positive.”
Vendors, tavern owners and
others who will be attending the
event will find a venue they won’t
recognize from seven years ago,
which was the last time Butte hosted the MTA convention at the
Copper King. Soon after the convention in 2013, the facility fell
into bankruptcy and was closed for
two years. Then local developers
Rex Leipheimer and Matt Nissler
purchased it and over the next few
years undertook a multi-million
dollar renovation on the property.
The Copper King was reopened
in 2017, and now the entire facility
has been redone, including all of
its 130 rooms.
In addition, the renown Rib &
Chop House moved into the facility and provides the Copper King
with most of its catering needs.
“Register early,” Ueland said,
who also urged those attending the
convention “to come early and stay
late” to enjoy all the attractions the
Mining City has to offer.
“This is going to be a highquality event,’ he added. “It’s a big
damn deal.”

July 2020
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Committee hears alcohol update
By Paul Tash
Montana Tavern Times
The Economic Affairs Interim
Committee requested a summary
of a small compromise from the
Montana Alcohol Coalition at its
meeting July 1.
“There is good news,” said
John Iverson, government affairs
consultant and lobbyist for the
Montana Tavern Association, who
was at the meeting. “This is what
we’re calling a light reform.”
The proposal, to be presented
to the 2021 Legislature, would
ease some alcohol-retail licensing
requirements, especially for those
that currently operate in “closely
held license” agreement. In these
arrangements, the back of the
house is a licensed manufacturing
facility, such as a brewery or distillery, and the front of the house is
a licensed on-premise retailer.
Nearly a third of the state’s 90 or
so breweries operate with some
type of “closely held license”
arrangement.
The arrangement is legal in
Montana only in a complicated
ownership structure that requires
separate, more vertical, family
members – mothers, fathers,
daughters and sons – to operate the
two licenses. However, husbands
and wives are not allowed to operate in two different tiers of the
three-tier system. For example, a
man can own a brewery and his
parent or adult child can own a
retail license, but his wife cannot.
The Coalition’s proposal would
change the law to allow individuals
in a marriage to operate in different tiers of the three-tier system.
Following a stern directive
from the EAIC last September to
find a compromise on long-lingering alcohol issues, the Alcohol
Coalition had been discussing
more wide-ranging proposals that
would have allowed breweries and
distilleries to own and operate
licenses within the quota system.

Paul Tash photo

MTA LOBBYIST John Iverson addresses the
Economic Affairs Interim Committee July 1 at the
Capitol in Helena. The photo was taken off a com“We worked hard to put together a more audacious goal,” Iverson
told the EAIC, but the more audacious goals could never garner
enough agreement.
One of those proposals discussed would have further
enhanced retail opportunities for
breweries, distilleries and wineries
by allowing one owner to operate a
brewery (or distillery or winery)
and a retail beer-and-wine license
or a retail all-beverage license in
the same building. The proposal
also called for an increase in the
number of beer licenses and restaurant, beer and wine (RBW) licenses available in the state’s largest
markets.
Expanded sample-room hours
for breweries have long been
opposed by the MTA, but again the
association agreed to the extra hour
in an effort “to end the discord,”
Iverson said.
However, even with that con-

puter screen, as the meeting was accessible via
the legislative video system. Due to precautions
related to COVID-19, public access was limited.

cession, the Montana Brewers
Association was unwilling to move
forward with the agreement.
“This is the way compromise
has gone for me,” Iverson said.
During questioning from the
committee, Sen. Jason Ellsworth,
R-Hamilton, asked Iverson if the
pandemic is causing “downward
pressure” on the values of liquor
licenses. Iverson said the value of
licenses will fall as tavern operators struggle to survive.
“They’re losing money as we
speak,” Iverson said. “We’re all
bleeding on the floor right now.”
He said some industry analysts
are predicting that 20 percent of
establishments “won’t survive” the
current crisis.
Rep. Mark Noland, R-Bigfork,
chairman of the House Business
and Labor Committee, said that
next session he is “going to be
very wary” of any proposals that
“take advantage” of another group,

especially ones “that are really
hurting” from the pandemic’s economic impacts.
Montana Alcohol Coalition is
comprised of several alcoholindustry organizations, including
the Montana Tavern Association,
the Montana Brewers Association,
the Beer and Wine Distributors
Association, the Distillers Guild,
the Montana Gaming Association,
the Liquor Store Owners
Association, Montana Restaurant
Association and state regulators.
The group formed following the
2015 Legislature at the behest of
legislators to develop new policy
to guide Montana’s evolving alcohol system, in response to the
increasing number of large breweries and distilleries.
The Montana Brewers
Association did not attend the
EAIC meeting July 1. The
Coalition hasn’t met since January
due to the coronavirus pandemic.

• Karaoke 7 nights a week 9 p.m. to 2 a.m.
• Newest Poker, Keno and Line Games
Queen of Hearts
• Packaged Liquor To-Go
Card Club
• Great Drink Prices
Best Live Poker Action in Town
in the Queen of Hearts Card Room.
crystalloungebillings.com

101 North 28th Street • Billings, Montana • 406-259-0010
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COVID impacts felt throughout industry
By Paul F. Vang
Suddenly, it’s mid-summer!
Some time around the summer
Solstice, it quit snowing and I can
sleep at night without worrying
about whether I should have covered the garden. Of course, that’s
subject to change when we live
more than a mile above sea level.
A couple themes will dominate
this month’s review of the industry.
First, the tentative moves towards
reopening the economy – along
with fears we might have to shut
down again, as COVID-19 cases
continue to build. A second theme
is how the hospitality industry is
adapting to a renewed emphasis on
equal opportunity.

Slow recovery expected
The coronavirus pandemic
affected just about all sectors of
the worldwide economy, of which
we are all too aware. For the bar
and restaurant sectors, it’s not
going to be a fast comeback,
according to IWSR, producer of
The Drinks Business reports.
Mark Meek, CEO of IWSR,
says that the economic downturn is
more severe than the crash in
2008, and the recovery will take
longer than it did in 2009 and
2010. “Our view is alcohol beverage consumption will take at least
five years to get back to what it
was in 2019,” which he refers to as
the last “normal” year for the
drinks industry.
Meek also notes that travel and
on-trade were two sectors of the
alcohol industry that were greatly
affected by the pandemic and it’s
going to take some time for those
sectors to recover, and that’s in
great contrast to 2009 and 2010,
when there was just a small and
short-lived decline.

The changing scene
While the hospitality industry
tentatively makes moves towards
recovery, the reality is that there
are a lot of changes going on.
First of all, COVID-19 really
hit the restaurant industry. reports
that Swiss financial company UBS
predicts that one in five restaurants
may close as a result of the pandemic. This includes both chain
restaurants and independent operations. Even as the economy opens
up, social distancing guidelines
make it impossible for restaurants
to generate profits, even if they are
able to re-open dining rooms.
Some chains have filed for bankruptcy protection or have even
closed all restaurants. IHOP,
Denny’s and TGI Fridays are
among chains that, cumulatively,

have closed over 600 restaurants
for good. Even the coffee giant,
Starbucks, has closed a number of
stores.
Wine and spirits importers and
distributors are learning that it’s a
strange, new world out there.
Vinepair.com reports that retail
alcohol sales have boomed during
the pandemic and wine and spirits
sales have had significant growth.
From March 1 to May 5, retail
wine sales are up over 30 percent
compared to the same period in
2019. Spirits sales are up 44.1 percent during the same period. On
the other hand, sales of higher cost
wines and spirits, which typically
are generated in bars and restaurants, are down.
While retail sales are thriving,
distributors are promoting the need
for more support for bars and
restaurants. Philana Bouvier, president of Republic National
Distributing Company describes
the on-premise sector as vital to
the success of fine wines in the
United States.
The report concludes that the
role of sommeliers and bartenders will be more crucial than ever—not only to
rebuild the on-premise
industry but for the
importers and distributors
that supply them.
Finally, Bloomberg
reports that while bars and
restaurants were closed in
March and April, off-premise sales
boomed, plus delivery services,
such as Drizly, saw substantial
growth.
One aspect of this is making
cocktails at home, and some spirits, such as vermouth for martinis,
have grown faster than other categories. Sales of bitters have also
climbed. “Cocktail culture is coming home,” the report concludes.

Mexican breweries
back brewing
RBC (Royal Bank of Canada)
reports that Constellation’s brewing facilities in Mexico are starting
to resume production after coron-

avirus closures and partial closures.
Facilities that were partially
closed were expected to be back at
full production within two weeks,
compared to 40 days for facilities
that were fully closed. While production and distribution works to
catch up, there may be some shortages in inventory.

cleared the House Energy and
Commerce Committee, calls for
installation of advanced drunk
driving prevention systems in all
passenger vehicles. If passed into
law, the legislation would first
require the Highway Traffic Safety
Administration to develop rules for
vehicle makers within 18 months
of enactment, with implementation
within two years after that.

Another closure?
New coronavirus cases are on
the climb in a number of states,
and Beer Business Daily raises the
question of new closures.
BBD polled distributors about
what they were
seeing, and a
Florida contact
noted that some
restaurants had
employees

that tested positive and had to
close down.
In Texas, Austin restaurants
and bars were ordered to reduce
indoor capacity limits to 25 percent, from 75 percent for bars and
50 percent for bars.
In Oregon, Gov. Kate Brown
has paused re-openings in parts of
the state, as COVID cases started
increasing after early re-openings.

That’s a smart car
Legislation is in the works in
Congress that would require new
cars to passively detect drunk driving, according to a report at
finance.yahoo.com.
The pending legislation, which

Diversity progress
There are several reports on the
increasing role African-Americans
are taking in various parts of the
beverage industry.
The San Francisco Chronicle
reported on several black entrepreneurs in the northern
California wine business.
Theodora Lee, the owner
and winemaker of Theopolis
Vineyards, experienced a
record-breaking day, getting 50 orders in one day.
This was a huge day for
her, considering she
produces just 800 cases
of wine annually from
her vineyard in
Mendocino County.
She lives in Oakland,
where she is also an
employment lawyer.
Phil Long, owner
of Longevity Wines in
Livermore, is also
president of the
Association of African American
Vintners, a trade association that
sponsors internships and scholarships for aspiring wine professionals.
A number of craft breweries
are cooperating to launch a new
beer in support of equality for people of color, according to CNN.
“Black is Beautiful” is a 10 %
ABV imperial stout, with notes of
dark chocolate and fudge.
Weathered Souls, a black-owned
brewery in San Antonio, Texas,
developed the brew. They have
recruited some 215 brewers across
the country to produce the beer and
expect the beer to be released in
July.
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Lounge, casino and steakhouse – Plentywood, MT
Recently remodeled, updated and rebranded. Adjacent to 120-unit
motel for travelers and locals. Full-beverage and gaming license.
Private casino with rewards system in place. FF&E included. Turnkey. Owners retiring (broker-owned). Call Gordon, 406-765-1560.
Basin Brokers, Inc.

Bar & restaurant, Miles City
Open and operated daily in Miles
City at its business center off I-90
exit. Land, building, full-service
restaurant, sports bar, gaming revenue, an original 1890s back bar.
$100,000-plus monthly sales. All
or just land and building. Profits
the first day! Owner retiring after
40 years. Call Dan today, 406951-0675.

Profitable, long-standing established
casino in Kalispell, includes beer/
wine license with gaming. Two rentals
in place for added income. Property
on prime corner with great highway
frontage, visibility & high traffic.
New parking lot, new roof, new paint
in and out. $1,334,000. Will sell business and beer/wine license w/gaming
separately. Call Tom 406-862-1000, 5
Star Realty.

Just $4.50 per line
1-406-494-0100
paul@tashcommunications.com

BUSINESSES FOR SALE

BUSINESSES FOR SALE

LOOK AT THESE
GREAT PROPERTIES!

Restaurant beer-and-wine license for
sale in Missoula. Make an offer. Call
Jeff at 406- 868-4284.

Price reduced! Lost Village –
Roberts, Montana
Newly remodeled kitchen & bathrooms, features all beverage license
outdoor beer garden, stage, modest
living quarters. 13 miles from Red
Lodge Ski resort and entrance to
Yellowstone Park. $250,000!

PRICE REDUCED!
All-beverage liquor license with
gaming & catering available in
Great Falls. $225,000 OBO. Owner
motivated to sell. Call 907-2526493 or email goode@alaska.net.

Restaurant beer and wine license
seating 61-100.

Full beverage license for sale in Great
Falls. Contact Abby Portney for
details. 713-298-4251.

Billings all-beverage license with
gaming.
Billings bar and grill – All-beverage license with gaming, land and
building, all furniture fixtures and
equipment, including some poker
and keno machines. Absolutely
turn key, great west end location.
$1,150,000.
Bob Pulley, broker
406-670-7947

Beer-and-wine license with gambling
for sale in Deer Lodge. Make an offer.
Call Jeff at 406- 868-4284.

Floatable All-Beverage
Liquor License
Gaming included in Havre, MT
Call or text for details.
Kacie Mack, REALTOR®
Lodestar Land & Home
406-930-2541

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
Turnkey, newly remodeled and updated, 5,140 sf building in Kalispell.
Includes new FF&E, plus an all-beverage license with gaming and catering.
$1,400,000. Seller will sell building
with/without the FF&E, as well as the
all-beverage license w/gaming. Call
Tom, 406-862-1000, 5 Star Realty.

VGMs for sale: Grandvision, Spielo
(Ultra & PS5), MTD, Epic, Summit,
and Fleetwood. Email for pricing. All
machines available June 30, some may
be available sooner. Contact Jason,
jwilliams92883@att.net.
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